en

There are two things you really should know about us. One,
we’re Dutch and two, we’re obsessed with outdoor cooking. The
Bastard was born out of a love for authentic tastes and Dutch
Design, meaning we strive to supply the very best materials.
Now is the time to create ultimate BBQ moments!
Pure Dutch Design

Ultimate flavour experience

An ancient BBQ-ing method, refined by the Dutch.
The Bastard, with its “Pure Dutch Design”, is the pride
of the Netherlands. A kamado doesn’t just need
to look great; it must be efficient and functional
too. This was the main focus for The Bastard. It
does what it should and it’s as good as it gets.

Grilling, baking, smoking and braising; with
The Bastard, you can do it all. BBQ what
you want and create fantastic, delicious
meals in an instant. The Bastard is the most
versatile barbecue on the market.

Top quality ceramics
Only the very best materials are used for
The Bastard. It is made of special cordierite
ceramic, so it’s 100% resistant to extremely
high temperatures. The insulating ceramic
inner lining regulates the temperature in The
Bastard. It comes with a lifelong guarantee.

And, just as important, The Bastard is a trusted
mate that loves to surprise and provide delicious
recipes and support with the tastiest creations.
Follow The Bastard on Instagram and Facebook!

our top features

Life-time
guarantee
the
precison top

updated
essentials
Multilevel
cooking system

durable
infinity gasket
Unique Dutch
Design

meet the 2022
collection

the bastards
precision top

ceramic Dome

ALWAYS STAYS AS SET

WITHSTANDS EXTREME
TEMPERATURES
thermometer

hinge system

REDESIGNED DIAL FOR
CLEARER DISPLAY

EASY-ADJUSTABLE,
4 SPRING HINGE

2022 collection

classic

infinity gasket

TABLE HINGE

SEALS KAMADO SHUT LONG LIFE - EASY-CLEAN

IMPROVED TABLE
HINGE PREVENTS
RATTLING SURFACES

multilevel cooking system
The Multilevel Cooking
System from The
Bastard is versatile.

SMALL

COMPACT

MEDIUM

LARGE

fire box
MADE FROM CORDIERITE

chassis
4MM THICK POWDER
COATED STEEL.
ALL-YEAR-ROUND USE

urban

wheels
TOUGH 3 inch WHEELS
FOR TOTAL MOBILITY

FIND THESE HEAVY-DUTY
ESSENTIALS INSIDE

COMPACT

M O D E L : T H E B A S TA R D L A R G E

small

MEDIUM

LARGE

XL

new
3

2
1

1. ash lifter

2022

REMOVE ASH EASILY

2. charcoal basket
IMPROVED HANDLES TO
ERGONOMICALLY LIFT IT
OUT OF THE BASTARD

3. multilevel cooking system
the Multilevel Cooking System
can be used in many ways with
different types of grills so you
can cook a variety of foods at the
same time. Turned upside down,
it is a holder for your wok pan.
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classic

urban
2022 collection

compact

The Bastard Compact is great wherever you might be.
The Compact plugs the gap between Small and Medium.
This model takes up very little space, and you still get all
the benefits of a kamado. On your roof terrace or balcony
- or take it away with you on holiday. The compact size
is just perfect for your family or gang of friends.

the innovations:
Cast-iron Precision Top
Easy open Hinge System
Extra thick (5mm)
stainless steel grill
Designed in The Netherlands

Including:
Plate setter
Stainless steel
charcoal basket

the specs:
grill ø 34cm
Height 60cm
weight 45kg
feeds 2-4 ppl

compact urban // BU205 | EAN 8720365856280
compact // BC205 | EAN 8720365856402
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classic

urban
2022 collection

medium

The Bastard Medium is designed for anyone, since this model
fits any garden. An eye-catcher without being too in-your-face
in the garden. Size is no restriction, so feel free to showcase all
your culinary skills. Invite your neighbours or friends round!

the innovations:
Cast-iron Precision Top
Easy open Hinge System
Extra thick (6mm)
stainless steel grill
Designed in The Netherlands

Including:
multilevel cooking system
Stainless steel charcoal basket
Stainless steel ash lifter
The ‘Complete’ is supplied
with base and side tables.

the specs:
grill ø 40cm
Height 114cm
weight 101kg
feeds 2-6 ppl

medium solo // BC204 | EAN 8720365856389
medium complete // BC203 | EAN 8720365856365
medium urban solo // BU204 | EAN 8720365856266
medium urban complete // BU203 | EAN 8720365856242
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classic

urban
2022 collection

large

“Impressive”, that’s The Bastard Large. It’s not only of value
to you and your family, but to your garden, too. Its ideal size
means you can cook culinary delights for the whole family
and all your friends. Designed for true cooking enthusiasts,
it’s no wonder the Large is our best-selling Bastard.

the innovations:
Cast-iron Precision Top
Easy open Hinge System
Extra thick (7mm)
stainless steel grill
Designed in The Netherlands

Including:
multilevel cooking system
Stainless steel charcoal basket
Stainless steel ash lifter
The ‘Complete’ is supplied
with base and side tables.

the specs:
grill ø 49cm
Height 127cm
weight 138kg
feeds 2-8 ppl

large solo // BC202 | EAN 8720365856341
large complete // BC201 | EAN 8720365856327
large urban solo // BU202 | EAN 8720365856228
large urban complete // BU201 | EAN 8720365856204
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classic

urban

small

Make something big out of something small. The Bastard
Small is easy to take anywhere thank’s to it’s small size, while
at the same time making top quality gastronomy possible
anywhere, too. Ideal for when you’re camping or on your
boat. Make your outdoor experience complete by going on
an adventure with The Bastard Small. A complete redesign
has now made this model the mini version in our range.
the innovations:
Cast-iron Precision Top
Easy open Hinge System
Extra thick (4mm)
stainless steel grill
Designed in The Netherlands

Including:
Platesetter
Stainless steel
charcoal basket

2022 collection

new
2022

xl-urban

The Bastard Urban XL has been developed specially
for the serious amateur or professional chef. Let your
whole family or large groups relish your cooking. This
largest of The Bastard sizes is not for everyone.

the specs:
grill ø 25cm
Height 64cm
weight 24kg
feeds 1-2 ppl

Including:

the innovations:
Cast-iron Precision Top
Easy open Hinge System
Extra thick (7mm) stainless steel grill
Designed in The Netherlands

multilevel cooking system
Stainless steel charcoal basket
Stainless steel ash lifter
The ‘XL’ is supplied with
base and side tables.

the specs:
grill ø 59cm
Height 140cm
weight 203kg
feeds 4-12 ppl

small urban // BU206 | EAN 8720365856303
small classic // BC206 | EAN 8720365856426

XL urban complete // BU210

| EAN 8720365856181
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find your bastard
the xl

large

medium

compact

small

GRILL Ø

59cm

49cm

40cm

34cm

25cm

GRILL THICKNESS

7mm

7mm

6mm

5mm

4mm

CHASSIS

140cm

127cm

114cm

60cm

64cm

WEIGHT

203kg

138kg

101kg

45kg

24kg

n/A

80kg

70kg

n/a

n/a

4-12pp

2-8pp

2-6pp

2-4pp

1-2pp

2022 collection

new
2022

M U LT I L E V E L
COOKING SYSTEM
P L AT E S E T T E R
ASH LIFTER
C H A R C OA L BA S K E T

HEIGHT

INCL

WEIGHT SOLO

AVA I L A B L E C L A S S I C
AVA I L A B L E U R B A N
TA B L E S & C H A S S I S
S U I TA B L E F O R
T R A N S P O R TA B L E

CLASSIC - SHINY FINISH

/ / U R B A N - M AT T E F I N I S H
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The Bastard half-moon Drip Pan
Don’t spill the good stuff. It’s a waste when all juices drip on your heat plate. When
you work with two zones you need the half moon drip pan to collect and protect.

| sku BB509

| ean 8720168010216

| sku BB107hml | ean 8720168010407

| sku BB107hmc | ean 8720168010223

The Bastard Drip Pan

in&on the
bastard

2022 in & on

| sku BB107hmm | ean 8720168010834

If you work with a ceramic plate, then it’s better to catch any fat, fluids and
any other dregs from your meat. Or else they might leak onto the plate and
cause smoke to build up on your Bastard. You can catch everything with the
Bastard’s drip tray. One more tip: baste your meat or fish with the juices.

| sku BB107R

| ean 8719322168726

| sku BB107M

| ean 8719322169099

| sku BB107C

| ean 8719322164063

The Bastard grill elevator
With the Grill Elevator you can put your meat, fish or vegetables further from the
fire for slow cooking, or to keep warm. But you can also use it as a second grill. It
allows you to double the amount of food on your Bastard! Now that is efficiency.

| sku BB016

| ean 8718868885265

| sku BB215

| ean 8719322160393

| sku BB505

| ean 8720168010230

The Bastard rain cover
A rain cover designed specifically to fit over your Bastard, now with Velcro straps
to ensure a tight grip. Made from high quality PU coating for UV resistance and
ventilation holes to make sure your Bastard thrives no matter the season.

| sku BB669xl | ean 8720365856723
| sku BB669L

| ean 8720365856730

| sku BB669M

| ean 8720365856747

| sku BB922C

| ean 8720168011671

| sku BB922s

| ean 8720168015006
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The Bastard pizza-rotisserie
The rotisserie door has been designed for the pizza scoop to come in and out. Comes
with a special basket designed to fit your charcoal and produce heat from the side.
Eliminate flash flames caused by dripping fat. Double walled for advanced heat insulation.
Fits the Bastard Large only. Comes with a custom-made Bastard Cermamic Stone.

| ean 8720168010254

| sku BB818

| ean 8720365856761

The Pizza-Rotisserie Medium will be available early 2022

You’ve got a prime piece of meat, and now looking for the perfect side of veggies or
fries? Prepare them effortlessly with The Bastard Rotisserie Basket. Thanks to the stainless
steel basket with small holes, you’re sure to get an even cooking everytime. Also
useful when you want to make roasted nuts. Only fits on the Pizza-Rotisserie Large.

| sku BB650

| ean 8720168014856

The Bastard rotisserie flat rack
Sometimes you just want to drink your beer before hanging over
the re again. That’s why this rotating rack is quite handy. The Bastard
Rotisserie Flat Rack is the solution to have your chicken legs, sh, but also
sandwiches perfectly cooked. Only fits on the Pizza-Rotisserie Large.

| sku BB651

2022 in & on

| sku BB507

The Bastard rotisserie basket

| ean 8720168014863

The Bastard rotisserie skewer rack
Only perfect cuts of meat on a skewer with The Bastard Rotisserie Skewer Rack.
No more burning your fingers trying to spin the skewers. By attaching the skewer
rack to your rotisserie you’ll easily achieve evenly cooked skewers and time to
prepare your signature sauces and sides. Only fits on the Pizza-Rotisserie Large.

| sku BB652

| ean 8720168014870

The Bastard plancha ring
The product that has a non-stick coating, The Bastard Phantom Plancha.
This special treatment makes the metal extra tough. The coating
does not need to be pre-treated. Dishwasher-safe.

| sku BB653

| ean 8720168014887

| sku BB654

| ean 8720168014894

| sku BB655

| ean 8720168014900

The Bastard chicken sitter
Everybody knows the classic dish of chicken on beer, right? A delicious chicken, grilled on
the outside, the inside steamed with aromatic beer. Your chicken will stay extra firmly in
place on this ceramic chicken sitter and will not fall over. Moreover, you can add variations
such as chicken with wine, or chicken with soy sauce! The possibilities are endless!

| sku BB014

| ean 8718868885890
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The Bastard Ash Poker Chrome
| sku BB013 | ean 8718868885197
This ash poker, made entirely from chrome, is the best tool to stoke up the flames
into a nice fire. It also comes in handy if you want to remove ash from The Bastard.
You can do this by putting the poker in the air vent to sweep out the ash. This
allows you to prevent small ash particles from accumulating in your Bastard.

The Bastard easy grid lifter
| sku BB088 | ean 8719322168733
A handy tool to easily lift cast iron grates. Place on the (hot) grill, lower,
turn one quarter, clamp and lift. Replacing the grill just became easy and
prevents dirty hands. The easy lifter is 35 cm high and 10 cm wide.

The Bastard grill clipper
| sku BB019 | ean 8718868885302
The Bastard Grill Clipper is made of stainless steel and you can use
it to easily and safely remove the grill from the barbecue.

The Bastard Grill Light
| sku BB624 | ean 8720168015327
Professional LED lighting for cooking after dark. Adjustable aluminium
clamp for convenient attachment to the handle of your Bastard Grill. Can
be adjusted to any position to provide ideal lighting for the grill. Withstands
all types of weather and a contains a built in timer function.

THE GEAR

The Bastard Fiber Thermo BBQ Gloves
Always ensure you don’t burn your fingers while using the BBQ. Fortunately,
special gloves can be used with The Bastard. These are made from a mixture of
Nomex and Kevlar, and are extremely heat resistant and very strong. It allows
you to easily grab a stainless steel grill from The Bastard. One size fits all.

| ean 8718868885036

The Bastard Leather Pro Gloves
Always ensure you do not burn your fingers while using the BBQ. Fortunately,
special gloves can be used with The Bastard. These are made from leather,
and are extremely heat resistant and very strong. It allows you to easily
grab a stainless steel grill from The Bastard. One size fits all.

| sku BB057

2022 the gear

| sku BB035

| ean 8719322163653

The Bastard Core Thermometer Pro
With a very fast response time, the Core Thermometer Pro is
ideal for professionals and demanding enthusiasts.

| sku BB407

| ean 8719322164056

The Bastard Bluetooth Professional Thermometer
Looking for a thermometer that allows you to serve up the best cuts of
meat on the table? That’s easy with The Bastard’s Bluetooth Professional
Thermometer! You can select the food you want to prepare by using the
app that comes with it. Just stick the thermometer into the meat and
then you can read the temperature of your dish on your phone.

| sku BB504

| ean 8720168010261

The Bastard thermometer pro extension pack
| sku BB512

| ean 8720168019240

the bastard one minute lighter black
| sku BB674 | ean 8720168011701
Turn on your Bastard in one minute with this electric One minute Lighter.
One of the most useful accessories from The Bastard. Never fiddle with
lighters again. By far the safest way to light your Bastard or to additionally
stoke up the fire. Also great for your fireplace. A cord length of 2 meters.
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The Bastard BBQ Brush
| sku BB113 | ean 8719322169075
Washing a stainless-steel grill is normally a no-no. Real pit masters and chefs
ignite the barbecue effectively, put the grill over the hot flames and brush
it with a wire brush. Which wire brush? The Bastard BBQ Brush, of course!
This long brush is equipped with a nifty handle and an extra-long steel
shaft, which also prevents you burning your hands on a hot BBQ.

| sku BB114 | ean 8719322169037
Washing a stainless-steel grill is normally a no-no. Real pit masters and chefs
ignite the barbecue effectively, put the grill over the hot flames and brush it
with a wire brush. This long brush is equipped with a nifty handle and an extralong steel shaft, which also prevents you burning your hands on a hot BBQ.

2022 the gear

The Bastard BBQ Brush Small

The Bastard Double Brush
| sku BB405 | ean 8719322164087
The Bastard Double Brush cleans the grate of the Bastard in no
time. The double brushes ensure a thorough result.

The Bastard Silicone Tongs
| sku BB408 | ean 8719322164100
The Bastard Silicone Tongs are nice and compact and handy for
quickly turning food while frying, grilling and roasting. The heatresistant silicone grips are ideal for scratch-sensitive pans.

The Bastard Tongs Deluxe
| sku BB409 | ean 8719322164117
The Bastard Tongs De Luxe with a robust handle are made of extremely durable
material, for an ideal grip on any piece of meat, vegetables or fish.

The Bastard Precision Tongs
| sku BB410 | ean 8719322164124
The Bastard Precision Tongs are for the finer work. These tongs are the
ideal accessory for meat and fish and an asset for any barbecue.
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The Bastard Meat Flipper
| sku BB412 | ean 8719322164148

The Bastard Carbon Steel Wok

The Bastard Meat Flipper is the indispensable tool for burgers, steaks
and fish. Made of durable material of the highest quality.

| sku BB111 | ean 8720168010889
Carbon Steel Wok is perfect for stir-frying meats, seafood, and veggies on your
Bastard. High quality, heavy-duty carbon steel disperses heat evenly and quickly.

| sku BB406 | ean 8719322164094
The Bastard Claws have stainless steel claws with a robust handle. The perfect
tool for pulled pork or pulled chicken. These claws have no mercy!

The Bastard Serious injector set

The Bastard Phantom Pan Steel
The Phantom Steel Pan is a versatile, high-quality Carbon Steel pan. As the
Surface has been nitrated, the pan is tough, rustproof and will last for years.
What’s more, the Steel Pan is free from any chemical non-stick coating,
suitable for direct fire high heat cooking and is dishwasher safe.

| sku BB552 | ean 8720168010292

| sku Bb617

| ean 8720168016478

You can marinate your meat, but to get real flavor you can better inject it. This proceeds
easily with this professional injector that is completely made from stainless steel. It
is also handy that this marinade Injector can be placed in the dishwasher after use.

| sku Bb618

| ean 8720168016485

2022 the gear

The Bastard Killer Claws

The Bastard phantom Wok with handel carbon steel
| sku BB619 | ean 8720168016492

the bastard flexible skewers
| sku BB023 | ean 8719322169235

The Bastard Phantom Carbon Steel Wok is perfect for stir-frying
meat, seafood or vegetables. High-quality professional carbon steel
guarantees that the entire wok is heated quickly and thoroughly.

With these flexible skewers from The Bastard, it is easy to make the tastiest meat, chicken
or vegetable skewers. A very useful accessory! They are delivered in sets of three.

The Bastard Fish and veggie Basket
The Bastard Paella Pan
| sku BB404 | ean 8719322164070
This paella pan from The Bastard is ideal for making dishes such
as chili con carne, delicious pastas and of course paella. The
Bastard Paella Pan is made of high quality stainless steel.

the bastard butcher block
| sku BB613 | ean 8720168016577
This stylish and handy Butcher Block from The Bastard is indispensable
in the kitchen. The Block is made of acacia wood, and the diameter
and thickness are 40 cm and 6 cm respectively. You’ll have all the space
you need to prepare your food thanks to its large surface area.

| sku BB623 | ean 8720168015389
Need to put smaller pieces of fish or vegetables on the table in one go? Do
it effort free with The Bastard Fish Basket. Rectangular and made of stainless
steel, the basket is also very suitable for smaller pieces of meat.

The Bastard Spare Rib Rack Deluxe Large
| sku BB025 | ean 8718868885364
You can make the world’s best spare ribs with The Bastard rib rack. The deluxe
rack has extra room so that you can really cook your spare ribs well on all sides.
The rack is 40 cm long and is only suitable for The Bastard Large and XL.
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20mm
thick

The tastiest stone oven pizzas, straight from your kamado BBQ. The Bastard’s
pizza stones are made from special cordierite ceramic and are manufactured
at very high temperatures. They’re perfectly suitable to bake pizzas at high
temperatures. We advise using the pizza stone in combination with your plate
setter to prevent burning the pizza on the stone. It’s all in the details!

| sku B9010XL | ean 8720168010308

pizza
collection

| sku BB010

| ean 8718868885876

| sku BB011

| ean 8718868885883

| sku BB218

| ean 8719322169525

| sku BB012

| ean 8718868885180

2022 pizza collection

professional
quality

The Bastard pizza stone

The Bastard fredstone
The Fredstone is made of an unique composition. This provides
the most crunchy pizzas and breads that you bake on your Danish
miracle stone. Taste it once and you’ll be convinced.

| sku BB192

| ean 8719322163066

The Bastard pizza shovel
Ideal for getting pizzas in and out of the Bastard with ease. High quality
stainless steel smooth blade. 31cm blade with 19cm handle for a perfect
grip. Perfect size to slide in and out of the Pizza-Rotisserie.

| sku BB136B

| ean 8720168010315

The Bastard Pizza Peel 2021 Wood
Want to make delicious pizzas with your Bastard? The Pizza shovel is designed
so you can prepare your pizza on it and then lay it on your pizza stone.
Moreover, you can also use it to serve up your pizza with class.

| sku BB621

| ean 8720168015488
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cast iron
collection
The Bastard Pizza Cutter Stainless Steel
Use this pizza cutter to slice your pizzas with one simple see-saw
motion in two. Made from high-quality stainless steel and with a
black handle. Measures 35.5 x 11.5cm. Dishwasher safe.

| sku BB122

| ean 8719322169273

The Bastard Double Pizza Cutter
Double handed pizza cutter for an easy grip and perfect slice.
High quality stainless steel and dishwasher safe.

| sku BB222

| ean 8720168010322

The Bastard cast iron grid
If you really want the best of the best from your Bastard, grill your dishes on
a cast iron grate. Cast iron provides a more constant heat than stainless steel
and conducts better, making it ideal for grilling. Easily get perfect grill stripes
on your dish. The Bastard Cast iron grate is made of high quality cast iron.

| ean 8718868885418

| sku BB038

| ean 8718868885425

| sku BB217

| ean 8719322160416

| sku BB038s

| ean 8718868885432

2022 cast iron collection

| sku BB037

The Bastard cast iron half moon grid
With a handy half moon size, increase the cooking possibilities on your Bastard.
Perfect material to conduct heat made from the highest-quality cast iron.

| sku BB550

| ean 8720168010339

| sku BB551

| ean 8720168010346

| sku bb553

| ean 8720168011749

The Bastard Cast Iron Half Moon Griddle
The Bastard Half Moon Griddle is a very handy griddle for The Bastard Large or each
barbecue with a width of 54 cm. One side can be used as flat griddle, while the
other side is ribbed so it can be used for marinated meat or steak and juices can
drip away. The Bastard half moon griddle is made from high-quality cast iron.

| sku BB554

| ean 8720168011756

| sku bb555

| ean 8720168011763

The Bastard fry pan cast iron
The cast iron skillet is an asset to any kamado BBQ. Ideal for preparing
vegetables. Cast iron is a durable material that lasts a long time and is
durable. With cast iron it is possible to cook for a long time on low heat
with a constant heat. Cast iron is a material that holds heat very well.

| sku BB632

| ean 8720168015716

| sku BB633

| ean 8720168015747

| sku BB634

| ean 8720168015778

new
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The Bastard Cast Iron BBQ Wok
| sku BB041 | ean 8718868885456
The cast iron wok for the Bastard is an asset to your Bastard. Perfect for dishes like
mussels, clams, prawns, poultry and veggies. An easy pan for delicious wok cooking.
Cast iron is a durable material that lasts a long time and shows little wear. The
wok is pre-seasoned and therefore does not have to be seasoned before use.

2022 cast iron collection

The Bastard Cast Iron Bird Sitter

new

| sku BB635 | ean 8720168015808
The Bastard cast iron Chicken Sitter is top notch. Easy to make two dishes
at the same time. Stand the chicken upright and surround with potatoes or
vegetables to grill with it. Perfect for an authentic meal for around 4 people.

The Bastard Cast Iron Sizzling Plate & Holder
This cast iron cooking plate can be used on every barbecue. Handy if you wish to quickly
put something on the barbecue such as veggies, potatoes or fish such as shrimps. The
cooking plate is completely pre-seasoned and ready for immediate use. A wooden plank
is supplied with the plate so that the cast iron cooking plate can easily be taken to the
table without burning your hands. The wooden plate can also be used as a pan coaster.

new

| sku Bb636 | ean 8720168015839
| sku Bb637 | ean 8720168015853

The Bastard Bread pan Cast Iron
| sku BB638 | ean 8720168015877

new

The Bastard Cast Iron Scrubber
| sku BB089 | ean 8719322168719

Turn that baker’s inspiration into authentic Bastard dishes and make those chicken
thigh pies, meatloaves, and brisket rolls yourself from now on. Of course, you can
just do that in the kamado, but also in the oven or on the burner. You are the
chef. Dimensions: 17cm (w) x 35cm (l) x 9cm (h) inclusive lid and handles.

Use the cast iron Scrubber to easily clean all your cast iron products.
This scrubber ensures a safe removal of any residue.

The Bastard dutch oven

The Bastard Cast Iron Care Spray 600 ml

Looking for even more options with The Bastard? With The Bastard Dutch Oven you can
also make authentic soups and stews on your kamado. The cast iron pans of The Bastard
are suitable for all heat sources and are famed for their even heat dispersion. The design is
timeless and they are manufactured from solid cast iron.

| sku BB656

| ean 8720168015556

| sku BB657

| ean 8720168015402

| sku BB658

| ean 8720168015945

new

| sku BB425 | ean 8720168012357
The Bastard Cast Iron Care Spray is a natural oil spray perfect for caring for all your
cast iron products. It’s specially developed to maintain the natural layer on your
cast iron and prevent rust. When using, keep the spray can upright and 35cm
away from the product. After use and cleaning your cast iron products, get extra
protection by rubbing a layer of oil. Also very suitable for maintenance for cast
iron precision tops. Completely vegetable based and has a neutral taste.
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The Bastard Plate Setter Square

upgrades &
Maintenance

| sku B9007

| ean 8719322164032

| sku B9008

| ean 8719322164049

The Bastard charcoal basket
Stainless steel basket for lighting charcoal with ease. Two zones for dividing
into direct and indirect fire source. Ensures maximum efficiency charcoal
consumption. Combine with Ash Lifter for an easy clean up.

| sku BB422

| ean 8719322164711

| sku BB424

| ean 8719322163899

| sku BB510

| ean 8720168010209

2022 upgrades & Maintenance

Want to indirectly cook a chicken or smoke some salmon, slowly cook large pieces of
meat or roast spare ribs and pulled pork? Then the plate setter (heat deflector) is for
you. This ceramic hot plate turns The Bastard into an oven. Your meat, veggies or fish
will cook evenly, no longer at risk of burns. Also essential to make the tastiest pizzas
in combination with a pizza stone. The ceramic plate setter consists of two parts: the
stainless-steel holder and a separate round stone made from cordierite ceramic.

The Bastard Ash Tray lifter 2018 & 2019 modelLen
Cleaning ash from your Bastard Large or Medium is super easy with this Ash lifter
of fireproof stainless steel. This is a great tool for easily separating charcoal and
ashes, especially in combination with the Charcoal Basket. Diameter of 18cm.

| sku BB423 | ean 8719322164728

The Bastard Ash Tray Lifter 2020 & 2021 modelLen
Diameter of 20cm.

| sku BB426 | ean 8720168019196

The Bastard ash pan
Clean the Bastard quickly with the Ash Pan. Fits seamlessly with The
Bastard and makes cleaning a breeze. Size: 35 X 21.5 X 4cm.

| sku BB420

| ean 8719322164223
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The Bastard Infinity Gasket
The new infinity gasket offers improved closure, is highly durable and easy to clean.

| sku BBoo4-i | ean 8720168014139
| sku BBoo1-i | ean 8720168010896

2022 upgrades & Maintenance

| sku BBoo3-i | ean 8720168010902
| sku BBoo2-i | ean 8720168016058
| sku BBoo6-i | ean 8720168016072

The Bastard Plate Setter Small
A ceramic plate that gives your Bastard the effect of an oven. Essential for
slow cooking meat or fish. Make a perfect pizza in combination with a
Pizza Stone. Made from quality stainless steel and industrial ceramic.

| sku BB009

| ean 8718868885869

The Bastard Stainless Steel Grid
The extra sturdy grid that is on a Bastard. Made of extra thick stainless steel.
Sometimes a second grill is handy.

| sku BB414

| ean 8719322164162

| sku BB415

| ean 8719322164179

| sku Bb416

| ean 8719322164186

| sku BB417

| ean 8719322164193

The Bastard Ceramics Clean Set 2 x 500ml
Handy care kit containing both Cleaner 500 ml and
Protector 500 ml as well as a cloth and scourer.
Cleaner - Special cleaner to perfectly clean The Bastard ceramic outer shell
and metal parts. Apply with cloth or sponge. Let it penetrate for 30 seconds
and remove the dirt with a soft protective sponge. Then rinse the surface with
water. Protect the surface of The Bastard with our special wax polish.
Protector - he ideal wax polish for The Bastard. First clean The Bastard
surface thoroughly and ensure that the surface is 100% dry and dust
free. Lightly shake the wax and then thinly apply with a cloth. Rub out
and your The Bastard is like new with this extra protective wax.

| sku BB159

| ean 8719322162649

The Bastard multilevel cooking system
The Multilevel Cooking System from The Bastard is versatile. In addition to being a musthave for Low & Slow cooking with its heat shields which block out the direct heat from
the coals, the Multilevel Cooking System can be used in many ways with different types
of grills so you can cook a variety of foods at the same time. Turned upside down, it is a
holder for your wok pan.

| sku BB840xl

| ean 8720663980915

| sku BB840L

| ean 8720663980939

| sku Bb840M

| ean 8720663980953

new
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The Bastard smokey chips Hickory
Hickory is a classic American barbecue wood type. It gives dishes a strong aromatic
and spicy smoky smell and taste. Can be used on all charcoal, gas, and electric grills.
Ideal for chicken, beef, lamb and pork to give a nice smoke flavor. Contains 100%
hickory wood without any additives and great to use with The Bastard Smoker box.

| sku BB301

| ean 8719322168764

charcoal
& smoke

Cherry is a versatile smoke wood for a very mild and fruity smoke fragrance. Can
be used on all charcoal, gas, and electric grills. Ideal for fish, beef, lamb, pork,
chicken but also vegetables to give a light smoke flavor. Contains 100% cherry
wood without any additives and great to use with The Bastard Smoker box.

| sku BB302

| ean 8719322168771

2022 charcoal & smoke

The Bastard smokey chips Cherry

The Bastard smokey chips Oak
Oak wood gives a popular and authentic smoky taste. Dishes get a medium to strong
but not predominant taste. Can be used on all charcoal, gas, and electric grills. Ideal
for lamb, beef, brisket and sausages to give a nice smoke flavor. Contains 100%
oak wood without any additives and great to use with The Bastard Smoker box.

| sku BB303

| ean 8719322168788

The Bastard Smoke Planks - Red Cedar
Cedar is one of the most fragrant of all trees. It gives dishes a unique and
special taste. Ideal for fish, beef, lamb, pork, chicken and vegetables to
give a special smoke flavor. Contains 100% cedar wood without additives.
Place the plank in water for at least 60 minutes before use.
Medium (3 planks) 30 x 14,5 x 1cm // Large (2 planks) 40 x 19,5 x 1cm.

| sku BB628

| ean 8720168016386

| sku BB304

| ean 8719322168795

The Bastard Wooden Fire Starters 24st 350gr
With the Bastard Fire Starters, a fire can be started quickly anywhere. Just one starter is
enough for a good burning fire in 20 minutes’ time. Content package 350g, 24 pieces.

| sku BB413

| ean 8719322164155
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The Bastard Paraquay White Quebracho 10kg

| sku BB190

| ean 8719322160867

The Bastard Charcoal Marabu 9kg
The Bastard Marabu charcoal is a special charcoal. This charcoal comes from
Cuba and is sorted by hand for the best selection. The Marabu tree grows very
quickly in the tropical climate and is considered an annoying weed in Cuba.
Fortunately, Marabu is very suitable as charcoal. With its fantastic and stable
burning quality, it is the favorite of many professionals. The burning time is
unprecedentedly long and the pleasant taste ensures a delicious subtle smoke
flavor with every dish. The updated packaging will be introduced during 2022.

The Bastard Hardwood Blend 10 KG FSC ® certified
The Bastard’s Hardwood Blend is perhaps the best and most durable charcoal available.
Manufactured from coppiced wood, it burns exceptionally long and gives off a
subtle smoke flavor. Also, due to a special process, the smoke is particulate free.
The updated packaging will be introduced during 2022. FSC ®: C156236

| sku BB199

| ean 8720365855764

2022 charcoal & smoke

High quality charcoal designed especially for the kamado. Carefully chosen from large
and medium-sized pieces. The Quebracho woodtype is made is from the holm oak
from Paraguay. This wood guarantees a beautiful and long burning time and gives
a delicious wood taste. The updated packaging will be introduced during 2022.

The Bastard Cold Smoke Generator Kit
| sku BB197

| ean 8719322163479

The Bastard Black Wattle 10kg FSC ® certified
The Bastard Premium charcoal is high quality charcoal especially for the kamado
and burns 50% longer than regular charcoal. It is a carefully chosen selection of
100% charcoal from large and medium-sized pieces. The Bastard Black Wattle
charcoal is made is from the South African wild growing acacia. This wood
guarantees a beautiful and long burning time and gives a sophisticated wood
taste. The updated packaging will be introduced during 2022. FSC ®: C156236

| sku BB193

| ean 8720168010353

The Bastard european oak
10kg The Bastard premium charcoal is of the highest quality European oak wood
especially for your kamado. Burns 50% longer than normal charcoal. Carefully composed
of large and medium sized pieces of European oak wood that ensures a perfect airflow
in your kamado. The Bastard premium charcoal guarantees a longer burning time
with higher temperatures and gives a nice soft wood smell and taste your dishes. Ideal
for low & slow cooking. The updated packaging will be introduced during 2022.

5kg | sku BB300

| ean 8719322168757

10kg | sku BB305

| ean 8720168013682

The Bastard Cold Smoke Generator turns any barbecue into a fantastic smoker. The
Bastard Smoker will help you to get the results you want. The smoker can be fed with
wood pellets, but also with wood chips it will generate delicious smoke for hours.

| sku BB620

| ean 8720168016232

The Bastard Tube Smoker Kit
Ideal device for both cold or hot smoking. Can be used with either pellets or
wood chips. Available in two sizes both measuring 5,5cm in diameter. Small
produces smoke for up to 2 hours whilst the large produces smoke for 4 hours.

| sku BB093L

| ean 8719322169167

| sku BB093S

| ean 8719322167361

the bastard butcher paper 30m
Forget aluminium foil, as the breathable properties of this paper will make your
spareribs taste like nothing you’ve ever tasted before. Aside from cooking, wrapping
and serving, this roll is also great to use as backup gift wrapping paper.

| sku BB601

| ean 8720168016591
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1
2

tables
& stands

serious
outdoor
kitchen

side
front

2022 tables & stands

side
front

1. module 1: Basic
| sku bsok-1 | ean 8720168010377
Module 1 is the base where you can place The Bastard.
Starting with this module, you will be able to expand your
Bastard outdoor kitchen. It is suitable for The Bastard Large.

__

The Bastard Serious Outdoor Kitchen
is a modular system with which
you can easily set up your perfect
outdoor kitchen. Combine the various
modules and arrange your outdoor
kitchen to suit your needs.

2. module 2: Shelves
| sku bsok-2 | ean 8720168010384
Module 2 is the part where you have the
space to store all your cooking utensils and
where you can prepare your food.

__

3. module 3: Sink
Module 3 is the part that has a sink built into it.
It comes without a tap. The Sink Box consists of
two parts. Please order them both separately.

| sku Bsok-3

| ean 8720168010391

| sku BSOK-3.1 | ean 8720168013569

3

front
side

endless combinations
77cm x 77cm x 91cm (ideal working height)
Hard bamboo planks
basic Module fits the bastard Large
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Built to fit The Bastard Compact 2020. Fully extended, it offers the perfect working
height at 85cm. Feel the quality with 4mm coated steel. Uses a lock system
to keep your Compact secure. It is possible to add wheels to the frame.

| sku BB508

| ean 8720168010186

The Kamado Transporter
If you want to move your Bastard easily, this transporter is the solution. The
robust design ensures that your kamado can be moved safely on any terrain!
Made of heat-resistant materials and with tyres that can’t go flat. The dimensions
are: length 160 cm, width 70cm and height 80cm. Kamado is not included.

2022 tables & stands

perfect
working
height

The Bastard Compact High Level Stand (see image left)

| sku TKT-001 | ean 8720168019318

The Bastard Table Stand
Black metal stand to place under your Bastard when you on a table.

| sku BB667

| ean 8720365853821

| sku BB067

| ean 8719322166616

The Bastard spare wheels
Want to easily move your Compact on the High Level Stand? Then simply screw
on The Bastard Wheels and roll The Bastard to where you want it. That way, all your
energy can go into cooking. The wheels are the same as all the other wheels that
are supplied with The Bastard Complete. Not fitting for Serious Outdoor Kitchen.

| sku BB630

| ean 8720168014658
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| sku MBGA2018 | ean 9789082882803

gifts &
books

Let’s Make BBQ Great Again is a book by Jeroen Wesselink, who developed
‘The Bastard’ kamado with his brother. With over 90 barbecue recipes, you can
get more than enough inspiration and practical tips out of this book.

2022 gifts & books

Let’s Make BBQ Great Again Book

We Can BBQ Book
| sku WCB-NL | ean 9789082882827
This book is an ode to the smell, taste, togetherness and above all the pleasure of the
most important derivative of fire for us. 52 inspiring recipes to indulge yourself for a year.

We Can BBQ Too Book
| sku WCBT | ean 9789082882865
With the The Bastard We can BBQ Too cookbook, 54 known and unknown barbecue
fanatics share their stories translated into delicious recipes. From Italian pasta types,
to burgers and Beef Wellington. You can find it all in We can BBQ Too book.

The Bastard Leather Apron Black (Kansas)
| sku BB400 | ean 8719322163646
The Bastard leather apron has an extra wax layer for better protection. The
leather is very supple and therefore very comfortable to wear with sturdy
naturally tanned straps. The leather apron has a slightly sanded appearance
and is available in black with a length of 82cm (60cm wide).
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The Bastard Man Cave Plate

F

| sku BB605 | ean 8720168016850
Are you still arguing with your wife because you can’t have the The Bastard
logo tattooed on your chest? Then nail this tin plate to the wall.

| sku BB659 | ean 8720168014832
These premium black mugs makes your cocktail look better than your
standard Longdrink glasses (and drinks better too). Perfect for Moscow mule
or any other cocktail thanks to the included measuring cup of 50ml.
Set includes: 2 Stainless Steel Mugs, 2 Stainless Steel Straws, 1 Measuring Cup.

The Bastard Light Sign
| sku bb640 | ean 8720365853494

new

2022 collection

The Bastard Mule Set

Due to great success available again The Bastard Light Sign. This light sign is the ultimate
addition to any man cave or outdoor kitchen. The Light Sign has a diameter of 40 cm and
the light is, of course, included..

The Bastard Insulated travel mug
| sku BB660 | ean 8720168016546
Handy travel cup to carry all your cold and hot drinks. Double-walled and stainless
steel insulated, it has a strong magnetic lid to gaurantee a solid seal. Take this
Bastard Travel Mug with you on the go and enjoy your favorite drink everywhere.

The Bastard trucker cap
| sku BB053 | ean 8720168010049
Real fans have the cap to prove it. Embrace the BBQ lifestyle with your own Bastard cap.

Proud to be a Bastard cup
| sku BB201 | ean 8720168014177
A real Bastard drinks out of a dishwasher-proof, the Proud To Be a Bastard cup.

The Bastard Black Beanie
| sku Bg003 | ean 8719322164841

Lucky Bastard cup

Keep your head cool with this warm Bastard Beanie. Made in black with
extra fleece lining and the Bastard emblem. One size fits all.

| sku BB202 | ean 8720168014184
Feeling like a lucky Bastard? Than this one’s for you. A dishwasher-proof coffee cup.

The Bastard Umbrella
The Bastard Ice Cubes

| sku BB502 | ean 8720168010414

| sku BB606 | ean 8720168016867

Stay dry in style behind your Bastard with this large umbrella.

Complete your signature Bastard cocktail with these Bastard ice cubes.
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